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An unconventional portrait of the iconic gonzo writer known for such works as Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas recounts the drug- and sex-fueled experiences he shared with
the author, drawing on dozens of interviews with his friends, associates and editors.
Original.
The irreverent writer's long lost novel, written before his nonfiction became popular,
chronicles a journalist's enthusiastic, drunken foray through 1950s San Juan.
Before his mysterious disappearance and probable death in 1971, Oscar Zeta Acosta
was famous as a Robin Hood Chicano lawyer and notorious as the real-life model for
Hunter S. Thompson's "Dr. Gonzo," a fat, pugnacious attorney with a gargantuan
appetite for food, drugs, and life on the edge. Written with uninhibited candor and manic
energy, this book is Acosta's own account of coming of age as a Chicano in the
psychedelic sixties, of taking on impossible cases while breaking all tile rules of
courtroom conduct, and of scrambling headlong in search of a personal and cultural
identity. It is a landmark of contemporary Hispanic-American literature, at once ribald,
surreal, and unmistakably authentic.
From the bestselling author of The Rum Diary and king of “Gonzo” journalism Hunter
S. Thompson, comes the definitive collection of the journalist’s finest work from Rolling
Stone. Fear and Loathing at Rolling Stone showcases the roller-coaster of a career at
the magazine that was his literary home. “Buy the ticket, take the ride,” was a favorite
slogan of Hunter S. Thompson, and it pretty much defined both his work and his life.
Jann S. Wenner, the outlaw journalist’s friend and editor for nearly thirty-five years, has
assembled articles—and a wealth of never- before-seen correspondence and internal
memos from Hunter’s storied tenure at Rolling Stone—that begin with Thompson’s
infamous run for sheriff of Aspen on the Freak Party ticket in 1970 and end with his final
piece on the Bush-Kerry showdown of 2004. In between is Thompson’s remarkable
coverage of the 1972 presidential campaign and plenty of attention paid to Richard
Nixon; encounters with Muhammad Ali, Bill Clinton, and the Super Bowl; and a lengthy
excerpt from his acknowledged masterpiece, Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas. The
definitive volume of Hunter S. Thompson’s work published in the magazine, Fear and
Loathing at Rolling Stone traces the evolution of a personal and professional
relationship that helped redefine modern American journalism, presenting Thompson
through a new prism as he pursued his lifelong obsession: The life and death of the
American Dream.
A collection of reprinted articles from various sources discussing drug trafficking and
drug abuse in the United States today.
'An elating read' Sunday Times A producer. A novelist. An actress. It is summer in
1968, the year of the assassinations of Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy. There
are riots in Paris and the Vietnam War is out of control. While the world is reeling our
three characters are involved in making a Swingin' Sixties movie in sunny Brighton. All
are leading secret lives. Elfrida is drowning her writer's block in vodka; Talbot, coping
with the daily dysfunction of making a film, is hiding something in a secret apartment;
and the glamorous Anny is wondering why the CIA is suddenly so interested in her. But
the show must go on and, as it does, the trio's private worlds begin to take over their
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public ones. Pressures build inexorably - someone's going to crack. Or maybe they all
will. From one of Britain's best loved writers comes an exhilarating, tender novel that
asks the vital questions: what makes life worth living? And what do you do if you find it
isn't? _______________________________________________ PRAISE FOR
WILLIAM BOYD 'The ultimate in immersive fiction . . . magnificent' Sunday Times 'A
finely judged performance: a deft and resonant alchemy of fact and fiction, of literary
myth and imagination' Guardian on Love is Blind 'William Boyd has probably written
more classic books than any of his contemporaries' Daily Telegraph 'Simply the best
realistic storyteller of his generation' Sebastian Faulks
The first academic book on Thompson in twenty years, designed for both students and
scholars. >
From the bestselling author of Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, the legendary Hunter S.
Thompson’s second volume of the “Gonzo Papers” is back. Generation of Swine
collects hundreds of columns from the infamous journalist’s 1980s tenure at the San
Francisco Examiner. Here, against a backdrop of late-night tattoo sessions and soldierof-fortune trade shows, Dr. Thompson is at his apocalyptic best—covering emblematic
events such as the 1987-88 presidential campaign, with Vice President George Bush,
Sr., fighting for his life against Republican competitors like Alexander Haig, Pat
Buchanan, and Pat Robertson; detailing the GOP's obsession with drugs and drug
abuse; while at the same time capturing momentous social phenomena as they
occurred, like the rise of cable, satellite TV, and CNN—24 hours of mainline news.
Showcasing his inimitable talent for social and political analysis, Generation of Swine is
vintage Thompson—eerily prescient, incisive, and enduring.

Despite high and low brow pop culture references in their lyrics, sleeve art, and in
interviews, no concise in-depth study exists of the Manic Street Preachers. This
book is in some ways a response to that fact, a study of the band through one
particular record. "This book brims with passion and insight and care... every five
pages or so Naish had me scrambling to hear various Manics songs from across
the years." — Paolo Hewitt "The Manic Street Preachers have long been a blind
spot for me. In Riffs and Meaning, Stephen Lee Naish does a great service by
creating a solid context for the band — how it developed and how it intersected
with its rivals and critics (both in the press and on the stage). Centering his
attention on one of their thorniest, most sprawling albums, Know Your Enemy,
about which even the band has seemed ambivalent, Naish explores how the
'untameable child of Manic Street Preachers’ records' was a fundamental work,
finally letting them escape the shadow of their lost guitarist/songwriter Richey
Edwards and 'to forge a different version of the Manic Street Preachers that was
almost completely set apart from their previous incarnations.'" — Chris O’Leary,
Rebel Rebel: The Songs of David Bowie, 1964-1976 and Ashes to Ashes Like
many bands worth obsessing over, the Manic Street Preachers are virtually
unknown here in the States. [But this is a] passionate discourse about a divisive
album that you should absolutely listen to again immediately. — John Sellers,
author of Perfect From Now On: How Indie Rock Saved My Life
Provides guidelines and examples for handling research, outlining, spelling,
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punctuation, formatting, and documentation.
Stylish reissue of a classic first published in the 1970s: Hunter S Thompson's
ether-fuelled, savage journey to the heart of the American Dream.
In proud partnership with the Hunter S. Thompson Estate, Top Shelf Productions
is pleased to announce Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, a delightfully bonkers
graphic novel by Eisner-nominated artist Troy Little adapting Thompson's seminal
book of the same name. Join Thompson's alter ego Raoul Duke on the mother of
all Vegas benders, as he and his attorney Dr. Gonzo cover a motorcycle race,
crash a drug-enforcement convention, and rack up obscenely large room-service
bills, all while dosed to the gills on a truly spectacular assortment of mind-altering
substances.
A tie-in edition of the Sunday Times bestselling contemporary thriller, to coincide
with the release of the Golden Globe award-winning film directed by Roman
Polanski; starring Pierce Brosnan and Ewan McGregor. 'The moment I heard
how McAra died I should have walked away. I can see that now...' The narrator of
Robert Harris's gripping new novel is a professional ghostwriter - cynical,
mercenary, and with a nice line in deadpan humour. Accustomed to working with
fading rock stars and minor celebrities, he jumps at the chance to ghost the
memoirs of Britain's former prime minister, especially as it means flying to the
American resort of Martha's Vineyard in the middle of winter and finishing the
book in the seclusion of a luxurious house. But it doesn't take him long to realise
he has made a terrible mistake. His predecessor on the project died in
circumstances that were distinctly suspicious, and the ex-prime minister turns out
to be a man with secrets in his past that are returning to haunt him - secrets with
the power to kill. The Times has called Robert Harris 'the leading current
exponent of the intelligent literary thriller'. The Ghost is his most compelling novel
yet.
The fourth issue of the hugely popular Beatdom magazine includes poetry by
hiphop star Scroobius Pip, essays by Kerouac expert Dave Moore, interviews
with Gary Snyder and Carolyn Cassady, and the memoirs and unpublished
photographs of Allen Ginsberg's assistant.
In a future where the outside world is encased in ice, the last humans,
representing a hierarchy of lost society, travel on a train that never stops, but
their relative peace is unsettled when the train's poor become disgruntled.
Hunter S. Thompson was so outside the box, a new word was invented just to
define him: Gonzo. He was a journalist who mocked all the rules, a hell-bent
fellow who loved to stomp on his own accelerator, the writer every other writer
tried to imitate. In these brutally candid and very funny interviews that range
across his fabled career, Thompson reveals himself as mad for politics, which he
thought was both the source of the country’s despair and, just maybe, the
answer to it. At a moment when politics is once again roiling America, we need
Thompson’s guts and wild wisdom more than ever.
An anthology of top-selected Rolling Stone articles offers insight into both the late Thompson's
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early career and the magazine's fledgling years, in a volume that includes the stories of his
infamous Freak Party sheriff campaign and his observations about the Bush-versus-Kerry
presidential rivalry. By the best-selling author of The Rum Diary. 100,000 first printing.
FEAR AND LOATHING IN LAS VEGAS THE SCREENPLAY
In proud partnership with the Hunter S. Thompson Estate, Top Shelf Productions is pleased to
present Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, a delightfully bonkers graphic novel by Eisnernominated artist Troy Little adapting Thompson s seminal book of the same name. Join
Thompson's alter ego Raoul Duke on the mother of all Vegas benders, as he and his attorney
Dr. Gonzo cover a motorcycle race, crash a drug-enforcement convention, and rack up
obscenely large room-service bills, all while dosed to the gills on a truly spectacular assortment
of mind-altering substances."
An unorthodox account of the US presidential electoral process in all its madness and
corruption.
'Excellent as ever. Victoria Hislop at her best.' Reader review 'Within a few pages I was back in
Greece and almost feeling the sun on my face.' Reader review Beloved author Victoria Hislop
returns to Crete in this long-anticipated sequel to her multi-million-copy Number One
bestseller, The Island. 25th August 1957. The island of Spinalonga closes its leper colony. And
a moment of violence has devastating consequences. When time stops dead for Maria
Petrakis and her sister, Anna, two families splinter apart and, for the people of Plaka, the
closure of Spinalonga is forever coloured with tragedy. In the aftermath, the question of how to
resume life looms large. Stigma and scandal need to be confronted and somehow, for those
impacted, a future built from the ruins of the past. Number one bestselling author Victoria
Hislop returns to the world and characters she created in The Island - the award-winning novel
that remains one of the biggest selling reading group novels of the century. It is finally time to
be reunited with Anna, Maria, Manolis and Andreas in the weeks leading up to the evacuation
of the island... and beyond. 'A return to Hislop's thyme-scented, Aegean-lapped fictional
Greece' The Sunday Times Discover for yourself why ten million readers worldwide love the
novels of Victoria Hislop... 'This dramatic, absorbing and good-natured novel abounds Greek
Island atmosphere' Daily Mail on One August Night 'Immersive storytelling sweeps you along'
Mail on Sunday on One August Night 'A dramatic story of love, betrayal and allegiances . . .
Hislop evokes Greece beautifully' Woman & Home on One August Night 'Hislop's love for
Greece shines through this wonderfully descriptive and compelling tale' Sunday Express on
One August Night 'This love letter to Greece will sweep you away to another time and place'
The Sunday Mirror on One August Night 'Hislop expertly delves into the complex history of a
fascinating country in this beautifully written family saga' Daily Mirror on One August Night
'Compelling and moving, this is a real page turner' Woman's Weekly on One August Night 'The
descriptions of Greece leave you feeling like you're right there' Good Housekeeping on One
August Night 'A beautifully written story that will enchant the reader' The Express on One
August Night 'A dramatic story of love, betrayal and allegiances' Woman magazine on One
August Night In 2018, The Island was awarded a Nielsen Platinum Bestseller Award in
recognition of selling over one million copies in the United Kingdom. Those Who Are Loved
was a Sunday Times Number One bestseller in paperback for four weeks in August and
September 2020.
Ralph Steadman's hilarious and revealing story of his bizarre and crazy relationship with
Hunter Thompson.
A decade after Hunter S. Thompson’s death, his books—including Hell’s Angels, The Curse of
Lono, The Great Shark Hunt, and Rum Diary—continue to sell thousands of copies each year,
and previously unpublished manuscripts of his still surface for publication. While Thompson
never claimed to be a great writer, he did invent a new literary style—“gonzo”—that has been
widely influential on both literature and journalism. Though Thompson and his work
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engendered a significant—even rabid—following, relatively little analysis has been published
about his writing. In Hunter S. Thompson: Fear, Loathing, and the Birth of Gonzo, Kevin T.
McEneaney examines the intellectual background of this American original, providing
biographical details and placing Thompson within a larger social and historical context. A
significant portion of this book is devoted to the creation, reception, and legacy of his most
important works, particularly Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas. In addition to discussing
influences on Thompson's work—including Homer, Nietzsche, Spengler, Melville, Twain,
Hemingway, Fitzgerald, Kerouac, and others—as well as the writers Thompson influenced,
McEneaney also explains the literary origins of gonzo. With new biographical information about
Thompson and an examination of his writing techniques, this book provides readers with a
better understanding of the journalist and novelist. A look beyond the larger-than-life public
persona, Hunter S. Thompson: Fear, Loathing, and the Birth of Gonzo will be of great interest
to fans of Thompson’s work as well as to those wanting to know more about gonzo journalism
and literature.
The Guermantes Way

A re-issue of John O'Brien's debut novel, a masterpiece of modern realism about
the perils of addiction and love in a city of loneliness. Leaving Las Vegas, the first
novel by John O'Brien, is the disturbing and emotionally wrenching story of a
woman who embraces life and a man who rejects it. Sera is a prostitute, content
with the independence and routine she has carved out for herself in a city defined
by recklessness. But she is haunted by a spectre in a yellow Mercedes, a man
from her past who is committed to taking control of her life again. Ben is an
alcoholic intent on drinking his way towards an early death. Newly arrived from
Los Angeles, he survived the four-hour intoxicated drive across the desert with
his entire savings in his wallet and nothing else left to lose. Looking to satisfy
hungers both material and existential, Ben and Sera stumble together on the strip
and discover in each other a respite from their unforgiving lives. A testimony to
the raw talent of its young author, Leaving Las Vegas is a compelling story of
unconditional love between two disenfranchised and lost souls - an overlooked
American classic.
Ein journalistischer Auftrag, bei dem Raoul Duke von seinem Anwalt Dr. Gonzo
begleitet wird, führt zu einem unglaublichen Trip, der eine ganze Generation
geprägt hat. Mit Johnny Depp und Benicio Del Toro von Terry Gilliam kongenial
verfilmt, bleibt Hunter S. Thompsons schonungslose Beschreibung des
Drogenkonsums und der radikalen Freiheitssuche der 60er bis heute unerreicht.
Hunter S. Thompson wurde 1937 in Louisville, Kentucky, geboren. Er begann
seine Laufbahn als Sportjournalist, bevor er Reporter für den Rolling Stone und
als Begründer des Gonzo-Journalismus zu einer Ikone der Hippiebewegung
wurde. Zu seinen grossen Büchern zählen neben Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas die journalistischen Romane Hells Angels, Königreich der Angst und Rum
Diary. Thompson nahm sich am 20.02.2005 in seinem Wohnort Woody Creek,
Colorado, das Leben.
Barbara, a Playboy bunny, is delectable. Richard loves her. He abandons his life
in London, a steady girlfriend, and a job, and flies to Los Angeles in search of
Barbara and the romanticized America he's seen only in the movies. Richard
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obsessively pursues Barbara through a series of misadventures that take him
from photography sessions in the desert to encounters with men in gorilla suits
and "surf Nazis." Eventually he succeeds in wooing her, and they marry, bathed
in the neon lights of Las Vegas. But their happiness unravels, and Barbara skips
out. Richard determines to win her back; then he, too, takes flight, as the happy
ending he had envisioned for their lives fades to black in the film capital of the
world. Brilliantly candid and comedic, Richard Rayner's ironic first book is a cult
favorite—later filmed starring David Tennant, Julie Delpy and Johnny Depp—and a
dazzling travelogue of love, loss, and all destinations in between.
This cult classic of gonzo journalism is the best chronicle of drug-soaked, addlebrained, rollicking good times ever committed to the printed page. It is also the
tale of a long weekend road trip that has gone down in the annals of American
pop culture as one of the strangest journeys ever undertaken. Now a major
motion picture from Universal, directed by Terry Gilliam and starring Johnny
Depp and Benicio del Toro.
Including a chronicle of his first mescaline experience, a trailer-park confrontation
and ending with an unnaturally poignant love story, Screwjack is an exhilarating
collection of short stories. As Thompson puts it in his introduction, the three
stories here ‘build like Bolero to a faster & wilder climax that will drag the reader
relentlessly up a hill, & then drop him off a cliff . . . That is the Desired Effect.’
Amid all the hilarity, Hunter S. Thompson proves just how brilliant a prose stylist
he really is. Screwjack is salacious, unsettling, and brutally lyrical. ‘Hunter
Thompson elicits the same kind of admiration one would feel for a streaker at
Queen Victoria’s funeral’ William F Buckley ‘There are only two adjectives
writers care about anymore, brilliant and outrageous, and Hunter S. Thompson
has a freehold on both of them’ Tom Wolfe
The story of Hunter S. Thompson's crusade against Richard Nixon and the threat
of fascism in America--and the devastating price he paid for it Hunter S.
Thompson is often misremembered as a wise-cracking, drug-addled cartoon
character. This book reclaims him for what he truly was: a fearless opponent of
corruption and fascism, one who sacrificed his future well-being to fight against it,
rewriting the rules of journalism and political satire in the process. This skillfully
told and dramatic story shows how Thompson saw through Richard Nixon's
treacherous populism and embarked on a life-defining campaign to stop it. In his
fevered effort to expose institutional injustice, Thompson pushed himself far
beyond his natural limits, sustained by drugs, mania, and little else. For ten
years, he cast aside his old ambitions, troubled his family, and likely hastened his
own decline, along the way producing some of the best political writing in our
history. This timely biography recalls a period of anger and derangement in
American politics, and one writer with the guts to tell the truth.
‘We were somewhere around Barstow on the edge of the desert when the drugs
began to take hold. I remember saying something like, “I feel a bit lightheaded;
maybe you should drive ...”’
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As Stephen Rojack, a decorated war hero and former congressman who murders
his wife in a fashionable New York City high-rise, runs amok through the city in
which he was once a privileged citizen, Mailer peels away the layers of our social
norms to reveal a world of pure appetite and relentless cruelty. One part
Nietzsche, one part de Sade, and one part Charlie Parker, An American Dream
grabs the reader by the throat and refuses to let go.
* Winner of the 2014 Pulitzer Prize in Poetry * The long-awaited third poetry book by Vijay
Seshadri, "one of the most respected poets working in America today" (Time Out New York)
Vijay Seshadri's new poetry is assured and expert, his line as canny as ever. In an array of
poetic forms from the rhyming lyric to the philosophical meditation to the prose essay, 3
Sections confronts perplexing divisions of contemporary life—a wayward history, an
indeterminate future, and a present condition of wanting to outthink time. This is an
extraordinary book, witty and vivacious, by one of America's best poets.
From the king of “Gonzo” journalism and bestselling author who brought you Fear and
Loathing in Las Vegas comes another astonishing volume of letters by Hunter S. Thompson.
Brazen, incisive, and outrageous as ever, this second volume of Thompson’s private
correspondence is the highly anticipated follow-up to The Proud Highway. When that first book
of letters appeared in 1997, Time pronounced it "deliriously entertaining"; Rolling Stone called
it "brilliant beyond description"; and The New York Times celebrated its "wicked humor and
bracing political conviction." Spanning the years between 1968 and 1976, these never-beforepublished letters show Thompson building his legend: running for sheriff in Aspen, Colorado;
creating the seminal road book Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas; twisting political reporting to
new heights for Rolling Stone; and making sense of it all in the landmark Fear and Loathing on
the Campaign Trail '72. To read Thompson's dispatches from these years—addressed to the
author's friends, enemies, editors, and creditors, and such notables as Jimmy Carter, Tom
Wolfe, and Kurt Vonnegut—is to read a raw, revolutionary eyewitness account of one of the
most exciting and pivotal eras in American history.
First published in 1990, Songs of the Doomed is back in print -- by popular demand! In this
third and most extraordinary volume of the Gonzo Papers, Dr. Hunter S. Thompson recalls
high and hideous moments in his thirty years in the Passing Lane -- and no one is safe from
his hilarious, remarkably astute social commentary. With Thompson's trademark insight and
passion about the state of American politics and culture, Songs of the Doomed charts the long,
strange trip from Kennedy to Quayle in Thompson's freewheeling, inimitable style. Spanning
four decades -- 1950 to 1990 -- Thompson is at the top of his form while fleeing New York for
Puerto Rico, riding with the Hell's Angels, investigating Las Vegas sleaze, grappling with the
"Dukakis problem," and finally, detailing his infamous lifestyle bust, trial documents, and Fourth
Amendment battle with the Law. These tales -- often sleazy, brutal, and crude -- are only the
tip of what Jack Nicholson called "the most baffling human iceberg of our time." Songs of the
Doomed is vintage Thompson -- a brilliant, brazen, bawdy compilation of the greatest sound
bites of Gonzo journalism from the past thirty years.
‘Well . . .yes, and here we go again’ Dr Hunter S. Thompson Indeed we do. Here, in one
chunky volume, is the best of gonzo. From Private Thompson in trouble with the air force, to
the devastating portrait of the ageing Muhammad Ali. Taking in the Kentucky Derby, Freak
Power in the Rockies, Nixon in ’68, McGovern in ’72, Fear and Loathing at the Watergate,
Jimmy Carter and the Great Leap of Faith – and much more. An indispensable compendium of
decadence, depravity and horse-sense. ‘Hunter Thompson elicits the same kind of admiration
one would feel for a streaker at Queen Victoria’s funeral’ William F. Buckley ‘No other
reporter reveals how much we have to fear and loathe, yet does it so hilariously. Now that the
dust of the sixties has settled, his hallucinated vision strikes one as having been the sanest’
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Nelson Algren
The New York Times bestselling author of the Goosebumps and Fear Street series delivers a
terrifying horror novel for adults centered on a town in the grip of a sinister revolt. After travel
writer Lea Sutter barely survives a merciless hurricane on a tiny island off the South Carolina
coast, she impulsively brings two orphaned twin boys home with her to Long Island. Samuel
and Daniel seem amiable and intensely grateful at first, but no one in Lea’s family anticipates
the twins’ true evil nature—or predicts that within a few weeks’ time her husband, a
controversial child psychologist, will be implicated in two brutal murders. “The horror is grisly”
(Associated Press) in legendary author R.L. Stine’s “creepy, fun read” (Library Journal)—an
homage to the millions of adult fans who grew up reading his classic series and a must-read
for every fan of deviously inventive chillers.
Imagine a land where all the animals are free . . . To the creatures of the woodland, the land of
Animalia sounds like a dream - a tropical island where all the animals live in harmony. They
are over-shadowed by a much more evil community; the polluted Megatropolis, whose dirty
skyscrapers block the horizon. And then one day, Wirral the Squirrel's woodland is destroyed
by developers and he is thrown into the nightmare world of Megatropolis. But Wirral believes in
Animalia and he joins with Froggo, a world-class amphibian balloonist, and Wilhamina, a girl
squirrel, to lead the enslaved animals of the city to a new life. So begins an exciting adventure
through the mean streets of Megatropolis, over the sea and through the sky. Developed out of
an exceptional fusion of creative talents, this story explodes onto every page. The plot is fast,
furious and funny; the illustrations are full of rich depth and colour; and the characters live on
long after you have turned the final page. It will delight children of all ages and is sure to
become an enduring classic. 'Young audiences will delight in the clever wordplay and smartlydrawn comic characters.' Independent
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